Koolhoven F.K.43 “Fokhoven” scratch built
Monoplane touring and taxi plane
Scale 1:72
The Koolhoven F.K.43 “Fokhoven” was a pre-war Koolhoven design of 1931, produced until 1938 and rebuilt by
Fokker in 1946. The original F.K.43 was of mixed construction with a wooden wing, covered with plywood,
and a steel tube fuselage covered with linen. It has served
satisfactorily with the KLM as a trainer and taxi plane
and several private customers used it as a touring plane.
The last pre-war version of the aircraft, the PH-CMD,
was considerably improved. It had a cantilever wing,
newly designed windshield and doors, a more streamlined
belly, plywood covering of the cabin instead of linen, a
new plan form and more efficient profile of the wing and
landing flaps.
One aircraft survived the war, as it escaped after the capitulation on May 15th 1940 to England and served with
the R.A.F. as liaison aircraft, and returned to the Netherlands after the war and ended up with the National Flying School in Rotterdam. It was also used by the Delft University of Technology for research in the field of
boundary layers.
After the war Frits Diepen ordered eight modernized copies for his taxi plane company Frits Diepen Vliegtuigen NV. These F.K.43s built by Fokker were based on the PH-CMD, of which the Koolhoven drawings,
were at the Dutch aviation authorities at the time of the bombing of the Koolhoven factory. A streamlined top
fairing of the fuselage was added, a one-piece bent windshield was designed and the aircraft was re-engined
with an 165 hp Armstrong Siddeley Genet Major IA, the same engine as the Fokker S.IX trainer had. The
F.K.43 and the S.IX were the first aircraft produced by Fokker after the war.
One of the original aircraft in the livery of Aero Holland, the successor of the Frits Diepen Vliegtuigen NV, has
been on display at Louwman Museum, but is now in storage and not accessible any more.
None of the references report the dimensions of the F.K.43 Fokhoven, and they are included in the NVM drawing (ref. 5) without reference. Ref. 7 contains a sketch of the original F.K.43 aircraft, but it deviates considerably from the NVM drawing. Ref. 1 contains many pictures of the F.K.43 Fokhoven; they have been reproduced
in the appendix.
A secondary objective in building this scratch model of the Fokhoven was to use (parts of) a second copy of the
model as a master for a resin model. This has driven some choices for the construction method of the model 1.
Span
Length
Height
Engine
Crew/passengers

Ref. 2
11.00 m
8.40 m
2.40 m
Armstrong Siddeley Genet Major IA, 165 hp
1/3 3

1:72
152.8 mm
116.7 mm
33.3 mm

model
153.0 mm
117.0 mm
34.0mm

As could be expected for a scratch built model it is very well to scale.
General
The parts on the NVM drawings all have been scaled
to 1:72 and a paper copy has been glued with diluted
Microscale Kristal Klear 4 on plastic sheet of different
thickness. The wing has been built up from three layers of 1.5 mm plastic sheet, applying generously glue
between the layers to achieve a well-fused part. Copies of the scaled ribs have been used to produce templates to check the wing profile during the sanding
process. I have glued the tail surfaces on 1.5 mm sheet
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and the instrument panel on 0.5 mm sheet. The openings for the instrument dials have been made with several
sizes drills.
The fuselage side views have been glued on 0.25 mm
sheet and the fuselage frames and bottom panel on 0.5

mm plastic. I had to correct the top of the left side
view with a mirror image of the other side to get a
well fitting interface with the wing. A second copy of
the bottom surface will serve as top surface if needed
to provide additional rigidity to the aft fuselage 5.
Decals
I have drawn the decals in CorelDraw. I have glued
copies of the NVM drawing into the CorelDraw page
and used it as a template. For the registrations I have
used the Consolas font, which resembled the font in
the NVM drawing most. I have reworked the “P” and
adapted character spacing and length/height ratio. For
the FRITS DIEPEN VLIEGTUIGEN N.V. I have
used Arial, the text being that small that it was not
worthwhile to adapt the font. The black and white
blocked band I have constructed with a 1600% magnification of the drawing. As it contains white, it had to
be printed on an ALPS printer. Alternatively, the band may also be created
by applying a black decal printed on
clear decal paper over a strip of white
decal. I have also drawn a paint mask
separating the aluminium lower part of the fuselage from the Diepen
red top part.
I have asked my ALPS printer to print only the black and white
blocked part of the decal and have used the ALPS decal on top of the
inkjet printed complete decal. Application went quite easy and the
result showed up nicely.
The decal over the door
has been cut along the
door opening when dry and has been treated again with water and
set to obtain good adherence to the surface. Only one large registration is needed, under the left wing.
Cockpit and cabin
None of the sources I usually consult for details of Fokker and
Koolhoven aircraft could provide any information on the cabin and
cockpit interior 6; only one photograph in Dik Top’s book on Koolhoven shows the frame of the seats of the original F.K.43, which apparently were brazed to the framework of the fuselage and were not
adjustable. This is, however, not representative for the Fokhoven.
The instrument panel is drawn in the NVM drawing. I have copied
that on 0.25 mm plastic, drilled different diameter holes in is and have painted it dark
grey. A copy without holes has been glued in the nose and painted black. After assembly of the instrument panel I have scratched the dials in it. I have also mounted
some pieces of 0.2 mm metal wire to represent switches.
The throttle cannot be mounted on the instrument panel, neither can it be placed
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against the side of the cockpit, as some F.K.43’s were also equipped with double controls for training purposes.
So I have made a “throttle block” from a piece of 1 x 1 mm strip and have mounted two levers on it, made from
0.2 wire dipped in thick cyanoacrylate glue to form the knob, and have glued that assembly in the middle under
the instrument panel.
I have constructed a bench and two chairs from pieces of sheet material and strip. To
fit in the cabin and to leave some room to get into the front seats I had to limit the
width to 5.5 mm (corresponding to 0.4 m in 1:1 scale). I have painted the seats in
Diepen-red (dark vermilion).
I have made a control stick from 0.3 and 0.5 brass tube and have painted it dark grey.
It has been glued in a hole in the floor just before the instrument panel in a leftforward position, so the ailerons and elevator will have a deflection. The exact place
has been determined with a dry-fit of the nose.
The dark grey rudder pedals had been made for another model from a piece of plastic rod and pieces of plastic
strip and has also been positioned in a non-neutral position. I have also glued the pilot seat in place. I have
punched a couple of rounds from plastic sheet and have glued them against the left wall, simulating the elevator
trim control wheel.
I have selected beige Japanese World War Two seatbelts of Eduard to mount on the seats and bench and have
glued the remaining seat and the bench in the cabin. This completed the cabin arrangements.

Fuselage
I have made a copy of the fuselage tube framework drawing
to construct the part that will be visible in the cabin. The
drawing has been mirrored, as the left side framework with
the access door is different. Both drawings have been glued
on carton and covered with gloss sellotape to serve as a template for the framework construction.
The frame has been constructed from 0.5 mm plastic rod. I
could have made it from soldered brass wire, which for sure
would have been stronger, but I want it to fuse well with the
sidewall later on so it can potentially serve as a master for a
resin copy.
The arrow shaped part at the nose side has not been glued to
the other part of the
frame; the top view of the
frame shows that this part
of the frame on both sides is joined in the middle. A test fit with the right fuselage sidewall gives the right appearance 7.
I have cut out the frames for the rear fuselage, taking off on both
sides 0.5 mm from the width. This will serve to accommodate the
0.25 mm thick fuselage sidewall and the skin, which will be sharply
bent on the place of the lengthwise stringers. The bottom of the
frames has been cut off at the top level of the bottom panel and the
bottom panel has also been narrowed by 0.5 mm at each side, cutting
it slightly inside the dotted line, indicating the framework tubes.
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I have scratched in the location of the frame on the bottom panel
with a scriber. Next to a reference for placing the frames it will also
help to bend the panel in the correct
shape. I have also cut out the frames for
the fuselage bottom fairing. A copy op the
wooden cabin floor drawing has been
glued on a piece of 0.25 mm sheet.
Removing the frames from the template was easy, as expected; the
glue does not attach to the sellotape at all. However, the joints needed to be cleaned from dried excess glue
Dry-fitting the frames and the left wall of
the fuselage it appeared that the cabin rear
wall was placed too far forward; it left the
choice between a vertical frame tube visible through the window or an misaligned left and right
side of the fuselage. Both unacceptable, so I have removed
the bulkhead, aligned the two fuselage walls and have glued the bulkhead in a new
position.
Next I have glued the lower part of the fuselage frames under the bottom plate and
have adjusted their dimension to a bit less wide than the fuselage width. From 0.25
mm plastic I have cut the wooden cabin floor and the top cover of the aft fuselage. I
have inscribed grooves in the floor and painted it natural wood. I
have indicated the place of the stringers on the fuselage cover with
pencil, have carved the cover along the lines with the panel line
scriber and have bent the cover on those lines.
I have glued stringers from 0.5 x 1.0 mm on the fuselage sides running from the frame behind the cabin bulkhead until the frame at the fin and have drawn the stringer positions on a piece of 0.25 mm plastic sheet. I have
carved the skin at the location of the stringers with a panel line scriber and have bent the skin. The stringers serve to keep the facetted
appearance of the skin, when glued to the fuselage.
The skins have been glued to the fuselage walls, applying glue very
sparingly to prevent damaging the skins. When the glue had dried, I
have cut and sanded the top and bottom edges of the skin until they
were equal to the sidewalls below them. The cabin inner walls have
been painted ivory and the wooden cabin floor has been glued in place.
Next the top cover of the aft fuselage has
been glued in place and excess plastic has
been removed when the glue was dry. I
have sanded the joint between the side
skin and the cabin wall as much as possible and have applied putty to remove the
last level differences. I have prepared the
0.25 mm thick cover of the fuselage underside the same way as the skins and the
top cover: Measuring the dimensions from the plans, drawing the
outline and stringers on the plastic, carving the stringers with the
scriber and bending the cover in shape. Again, I have been very careful in applying glue.
I have glued the frames to the cabin walls with thin cyanoacrylate glue. Fitting them to the
window cut-outs was difficult; although both
frame and side wall have been produced from
scaled copies of the drawings, apparently accumulated errors in cutting and assembling the parts result in a bad fit. I found the result not acceptable.
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The nose of the F.K.43 Fokhoven shows a nasty transient between the round
engine cowling and the more or less square cabin section. This is virtually not possible to construct from
frames covered by skins. So I have decided to framework from half-frames, glued to a central wall and
shape the nose by filling the room between the frames
with Milliput. The frames and wall have been made
from 0.6 mm plastic sheet. I have taken into account
the sheet thickness in cutting out the half-frames and have marked the position of the cutting lines and the position of the frames on the central wall with the point of the knife.
I have also constructed the space, which will accommodate the triangular forward part of
the cabin wall, with an additional wall and a bottom plate at the
distance of the floor above the underside of the fuselage. Next I
have glued the other half frames in position and have constructed
the mirror image of the floor compartment. The T shaped part will
be cut out when the nose section is finished. I have also glued
some reinforcements between the two forward frames.
I have filled the compartments with Milliput and have set it away to dry. Next I have
spent an hour or so sanding the nose section until the white plastic. The position of some
of the plastic frames had moved when inserting the Milliput, but that
did not change the shape of the nose section very much. I have removed the plastic “T” and the “floor” in the wedge shaped cavity.
I have removed the forward part of the sidewalls
to allow for a trial fit of
nose and fuselage. This
showed that the new sidewalls
would need to be slightly lengthened towards the nose to fit well. Now I
could remove the old sidewalls. I have sanded the edges and the floor, which
consequently needed a new coat of paint.
The fuselage part left could very well serve as a master for
a resin model. I made a last dry fit to adjust the gluing surface between nose and fuselage well. I have mounted a
triangular platform in the top of the nose and glued the
substrate for the instrument panel against it. The area between panel substrate, platform and Milliput part of the nose has been filled with putty and
sanded smooth with the nose surface. I have painted the panel substrate black and the nose cavity ivory.
I have glued a copy of the cabin wall drawing on 0.4 mm plastic sheet and have cut it
out, a bit larger than on the drawing. I have removed the door from the wall and have
cut out the windows. I have not taken the trouble to make rounded corners to the
window openings, as it is a lot of work and it is easier to fit windows in a rectangular
shape. I have also cut out the part of the forward cabin frame, which is above the
cabin floor and supports the forward wing spar.
When dry-fitting the new sidewalls, they still appeared to be too short, so
I have glued some pieces of 0.4 x 0.5 mm strip to the edges of the rear
cabin bulkhead. Next I have glued the sidewalls to
those strips and the edges of the bottom of the fuselage. The nose section fitted well to it, so there
was no need for the uprights of the forward cabin
frame; I have only glued the transverse part between the top of the side walls. I have painted the inner side of the walls ivory.
I had painted a length of 0.5 mm rod dark grey and have cut it trial and error to make the
frame tubes fitting on the cabin walls. I have worked from the floor upwards, first the
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horizontal tubes on floor level, then the uprights followed by the diagonals and finishing with the horizontal
ones above the windows. I have glued them in place with thin cyanoacrylate glue, applied very sparingly.
I have glued the aluminium painted stabilizer halves to the fuselage and have
copied the red painting masks on a piece of wide Tamyia tape, have applied
these to the fuselage and
have painted the fin and
the top of the fuselage
Diepen red (dark vermillion). When removing the
masks, it appeared that quite some paint had crept under the
tape, so this procedure was not successful.
After finishing the cabin arrangement I have glued the nose section to the
fuselage and have fitted the fuselage frame tubes in the ceiling and on the
nose.
However, the top view
showed that the nose was
misaligned to the right. I have removed the nose again and
have glued a narrow strip to the right cabin wall and sanded
the left side a bit down. This will not show up much, once
the model is finished, because the wing is hanging quite far
over the windshield. At the same time I have also corrected
the nose shape a bit, as it was slightly asymmetrical. The
nose has been glued in place and the joints have been sanded
as much as possible before closing the gaps between the
parts with putty. After a final sanding the frame tubes to the
nose have been applied again. The antiglare panel above the
instrument panel has been painted dark grey and the fuselage has been given a final coat of paint.
I have made a template for the curved windshield from a piece of 0.13 mm plastic
sheet. This will be copied later on transparent plastic. The template could only be finalized after mounting the wing to the fuselage.
I have given the cowling a first
coat of dark vermillion and the
fuselage a final coat of aluminium. When that was thoroughly
dry, I have covered it with a coat of clear varnish as a preparation for decal application.
I have cut the cabin windows
from transparent plastic sheet and
have fitted them in the window
openings. To get a good fit it took
several hours of adjustment. I
have fixed them with diluted
Kristal Klear.
Wing
I have sawed the excess plastic form the 4.5 mm thick wing
and have finished the shape by sanding. Next I have marked
the position of the leading and trailing edge on the sides as a
guide for the lengthy sanding process to achieve the required taper and wing profile.
I have first marked the position of trailing and leading edge
on the long sides of the wing and have then sanded it utill
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iachieving the required taper, at the tips 1.6 mm and leaving the central section on 4.5 mm.
Next I have sanded the trailing edge as sharp as possible,
leaving the wing thickness in between the spars on its original value. When that was done I have sanded the leading
edge in its required shape, testing it now and then against the
profiles I had prepared beforehand.
The three sheet layers were well glued to each other; only on
a couple of places the transition between to layers were visible, and only on one spot a bit of delamination occurred,
which was easily repaired with a bit of Ultra Thin Cement of
Tamyia. The final result was a smoothly sanded wing of correct shape.
I have printed a copy of the wing plan drawing on a piece of
carton and have removed the ailerons
and flaps from it, cutting them off on
the dotted line, which indicates the
leading edge of flaps and ailerons; the
top skin of the wing protrudes a bit beyond that line. The separation line of
the control surfaces has been drawn on
the wing, using the copy of the drawing
as a template.
The photographs of the F.K.43 Fokhoven obtained from the
Museum Louwmans show quite well the configuration of the
control surfaces and their hinges.
From 0.22 mm plastic sheet I have cut the top skin panels
that extend over flaps and ailerons. I have glued it to the rear
of the wing recess with Revell Contacta, added some Tamyia

Ultra Thin Cement on places that were not
glued well and have additionally secured the
skin with thin cyanoacrylate glue.
To construct the dihedral of the wing I have made a jig by
gluing two pieces of 4 x 2 mm strip on a carton copy of the
wing drawing. I have made a saw cut on the wing centerline
almost to the wing underside and have inserted glue in the
cut in the bent wing. Plastic glue did not keep the wing in
the required shape, so I had to use cyanoacrylate glue to
make it hold.
The part of the wing serving as ceiling of the cabin has been painted
ivory and I have made cuts with the razor saw in the wing trailing
edge on the place of the flap hinges and at the corresponding locations in the flaps. I have mounted pieces of 0.13 mm plastic in the
cuts of the flaps under an angle corresponding with the flaps in extended position.
On the top of the wing
center section I have mounted a piece of bent 0.13 mm sheet to serve
as the fairing between the top of the aft fuselage and the wing.
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Wing, flaps and ailerons
have been painted aluminium and I have
mounted the flaps in an
extended position, making sure that the top surface was nicely fitted
against the overhanging
wing skin; the deflection
is roughly like they
should have been for take off. However, in the further handling of
the model the flaps broke off again, so I have postponed their final
mounting until the last phase of the model’s construction.
After a last correction of the fitting of the wing on top of the cabin, I have mounted the wing
on the fuselage. The fairing between wing and aft fuselage has been painted dark vermillion.
Tail surfaces
I have cut out the contour of the tail surfaces and have sanded them into the
correct profile. However, inspection of a
picture of the F.K.43 museum aircraft
learned that the ribs of the vertical tail
plane are very well visible, so the flat appearance of the model part is not correct; I
will have to use for that part the same construction method as I have used for
the Fokker D.XIII and F.XX.
So I have glued one copy
of the tail on 0.5 mm
sheet, mirrored the drawing and glued copies of
these parts on 0.25 mm
sheet to form the skins. I have also copied the rib pattern on the horizontal
tail plane. The ribs have been carved with a panel line scriber and copied to
the other side op the tail plane. I have separated elevator haves and stabilizer
halves with scriber, knive and saw.
Before cutting the skins from the plastic the ribs have been carved twice in
the surface, allowing bending them to simulate the ribs under the surface. I
have separated the rudder parts from the fin, while cutting them from skin
and core. The trailing edges of rudder core and skins have been sanded as
thin as possible.
After bending the skins I have attached small ends of 0.2 mm metal
wire on the inside of the ribs with thin cyanoacrylate glue, leaving
leading and trailing edge free. This prevents the skin to adhere to the
core when assembling the tail parts. The edges of the skins have
been glued to the core with Ultra Thin Cement of Tamiya and the
edges have been sanded in shape. After adjustment of the mounting surface I have glued the fin to the aft fuselage.
I have built hinges by making a narrow superficial saw cut
the rudder and the fin and gluing small strip in the cut in the
rudder. The close fitting makes it possible that the rudder
stays in a deflected position. I have also engraved the trim
surface in the rudder. I have repeated the hinge production
for the stabilizer and elevator halves.
I have engraved a trim surface in the left elevator trailing
edge. The stabilizer halves have been glued to the aft fuselage 8.
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I have painted the rudder red, white and blue, have given the fin two coats of Vallejo dark
vermillion, which approaches the “Diepen
rood” best, and have painted the elevator and
stabilizer halves aluminium. Dry fitting the
rudder and elevator halves in the hinges gives
the right impression. I have mounted PE control horns to elevator halves and rudder.
Engine, cowling and propeller
I have only found after-market five-cylinder Armstrong Siddeley Genet engines, not the
nine-cylinder type that was used in the Fokhovens and the Fokker S.IX. I have used the
white metal five-cylinder version of Aeroclub Models
and have modified it with two new cylinders made
from 1,75 and 2,25 mm plastic rod with metal wire
wound around it for the lower and upper part of the
cylinders.
I have removed four cylinders from the crankcase, leaving
the top cylinder and the boxes moulded on the crankcase and
have filed the crankcase nicely round. I could not reach one
of the cylinder well, so it was a bit shorter than the others.
From the metal wire
wrapped plastic rods I
have sawed some slices, about 2.5 mm long from the larger one and 2 mm
long from the other, and have glued these together (at the right of the picture,
at the left an original cylinder). I have also cut a thin slice of the smaller one
and have glued that under the short white metal cylinder (in the middle of the picture).
Next I have glued all cylinders to the crankcase, using ample thick cyanoacrylate glue. When that had set I have
given the rear side of the engine an extra coat of thick superglue. The engine measures 13.5 mm in diameter. I
have simulated the valve rods on the new cylinders with 0.2 mm brass wire.
The NACA cowling on the scaled drawing is a bit less than 14 mm in diameter and
12 mm long. I have made a jig to produce it in by drilling a 14 mm hole in a piece of
MDF (right under; the other holes have been used for different diameter NACA
cowlings).
I have attempted to build up the cylindrical section of the cowling from two layers of
0.13 mm thick and 11 mm wide plastic sheet, but even when using sparingly Ultra
Thin Tamyia cement, this dissolved the plastic. So after a second failure I have
changed to 0.2 mm sheet, which supported the glue better. I have fitted the strips inside the jig adjusting their length by trial and error.
The forward side of the cowling has been built up
from a piece of 0.25 mm thick and 2.5 mm wide plastic and a piece of 1.5 x 0.75 mm strip, achieving the
required diameter of the opening of 10.5 mm. When
dry, I have sanded the edge in a rounded shape.
Next I have dry fitted the modified engine in the cowling. It appeared to be slightly too large, but some minor sanding and filing cured
that. I have painted the engine cylinders black, dry brushed with gunmetal and the valve rod and
valve housings aluminium.
Red and aluminium bands of 0.5 and 1.0 mm wide had to be applied to the
cowling. I have cut strips of tape of these widths and applied them to the
cowling, which had been painted dark vermillion. After painting the exposed
area aluminium, I have taken off the tape to obtain the correct decoration
pattern.
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I have glued the engine to the fuselage with thick cyanoacrylate glue, using the cowling to center it on the
right place. On the photographs of the F.K.43
Fokhoven at the Museum Louwmans it could be seen
that the engine was mounted with one cylinder and the
accessory box pointing down.
I have made the exhaust from 1 mm aluminium tube and pieces of 1.2 and 1.4
mm brass tube, which fitted nicely into
each other. I have made a skewed exhaust opening and have bent the forward
part of the tube according to the NVM drawing. I have made supports from
0.2 mm metal wire according to the photographs and the NVM drawing and
the exhaust has been painted steel and very lightly treated with Tamyia burnt metal.
On the scaled NVM drawing the propeller is 2 mm thick. I have decided to produce a
wooden propeller, made from four layers of 0.5 mm plywood glued together. I have
glued a copy of the propeller in the front view drawing on the wood, have drilled a
1.2 mm hole in the center and have removed the
excess wood with saw, knife and files. To sand
the profile I have first made the trailing edge, alternating between front and rear and left and right blade.
The slope of the front must be larger than that of the back,
so the lines in the wood at the front should be closer together, and towards the tip the blades get thinner. Rounding the leading edge and the hub has finished the blades.
A PE hub and a coat of varnish has finished the propeller.
Undercarriage
In my spare box I found a couple of resin main wheels of the right dimension
(7 mm diameter, 3 mm width), probably left over from the Dujin kin for the
Koolhoven F.K.41 Mk.II, and a tail wheel of 3 mm diameter, 1.5 mm wide
from the CMK kit of the Fokker F.11/F.12. I have measured the dimensions
of the main landing gear from the scale drawing and have made the main
struts from a Aeroclub styrene streamline profile of 2.1 x 0.9 mm, 27 mm
long topped with a 3.5 mm long piece of 0.5 mm rod and an stub axle of 0.8
mm rod. The V-strut has been composed of 18.5 mm streamline profile of
1.5 x 0.7 mm and a 21.5 mm long, 1.0 mm diameter rod, spread 11 mm
apart. I have also made the two support struts for the stabilizer from 0.5 mm
rod. I noticed now that I had placed the stabilizer too low with the result that
the line between the red and aluminium part of the fuselage is too low, leaving too little place
for the decal with the registration number. To obtain a former connection of the V-strut to the
fuselage I have glued a piece of 0.2 mm metal wire in the streamlined part of the strut.
Final assembly
Before mounting the wing I had made a two dimensional
template from thin plastic sheet for the windscreen. However, when it came to producing the real windscreen, I could
not find it any more, and I had to start all over again. The
configuration of the model with mounted wing was not very
convenient for this. I have first made a template from paper
to establish the rough dimensions, copied that to carton to
get a better representation of the curved surface and finally, after many adjustments, cut
and formed the windshield from clear plastic sheet. Much iteration was needed to get a proper fit.
I have painted the edge of the windscreen dark vermillion.
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Before the windscreen could be mounted the two remaining fuselage frame tubes, connecting the top of the cabin
frame to the engine frame, had to be placed. Next I have
glued the windscreen to the underside of the wing with
Kristal Klear, making sure it was well aligned in the middle.
When it had dried for a couple of hours I have applied Kristal Klear on the side edges
and lower corners of the windscreen and have bent it carefully down to the nose and have kept it in place with some
pieces of tape until it had set. After removing the tape I have
filled the gaps around the windscreen with white glue and
have retouched the red and aluminium where necessary.
I have painted the wheel hubs light grey and the tires tank grey.
Also the top bit of the main landing leg has been painted light
grey. I have first applied the registration decal under the left
wing; there was no registration on the wing upper surface. After
measuring the position from the NVM drawing I have drilled 0.8
mm superficial holes in the wing for the main landing gear struts
and 0.3 mm holes in the lower edge of the fuselage for the metal
pin in the V struts. I have glued the main struts to the wing and
the V-struts to the fuselage with thick cyanoacrylate glue and have joined the Vstruts to the main strut with plastic glue.
The tail wheel has been glued to the fuselage with thick cyanoacrylate glue. The drawing
showed a strut between the lower side of the fuselage and the tail wheel leg; I have made
this from a piece of 0.3 mm brass wire.
All undercarriage struts have been painted aluminium. After
checking that the wings were horizontal I have mounted the
main wheels and have mounted the exhaust under the fuselage.
Although I had been very careful in
measuring and producing the parts for
the undercarriage, one wing appeared
to be 2 mm lower than the other. I
have repaired this by removing some
tenths of a millimeter from one of the wheels.
I have made two Venturi tubes from 1.2 mm rod and a
piece of 0.25 x 0.5 mm strip and aileron balance weights
from pieces of 0.5 mm rod, sanded to a point, and 0.25 x
0.5 mm strip. For the navigation light I have used sesame
seeds, cut over length and painted silver, red and green as
prescribed in the late forties. One has been glued on top of
the wing on the aft spar, the other under the left forward
fuselage, as indicated in the NVM drawings.
I have glued the balance weights to the ailerons at the position indicated in the drawing.
I have mounted the rudder and elevator in deflected position. There was some marginal interference between the
control horns of the rudder, the elevator halves and the two support struts of the stabilizer. This was caused by the position of the stabilizer, which was placed too low on the fuselage. Correcting
it, however, would have required redoing the full model paintwork, next to repairing the damage caused by removing body parts.
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To mount the control cables I have first drilled 0.3 mm
slanted holes in the rear fuselage at the locations indicated
in the NVM drawings. Gluing the 0.06 mm black lacquered fishing line in the holes went easy, but tensioning
them over the control horns was difficult, again caused by
the wrong, too low position of the stabilizer.
I have glued the two Venturi tubes half
way the cabin wall height under the windscreen edge. It was rather difficult to get
both sides at the same height, so I had to
repeat the procedure (and correct the
damage caused by the removal).
I have mounted the flaps in an extended position and the ailerons in
a right turn deflection. I have bend the cabin step from 0.3 mm steel
wire and have mounted them in 0.5 mm
holes, drilled in the fuselage side. The
step has been painted tank grey. The door
has been glued with Kristal Klear in an
open position. When it had set, the joint
remained to flexible; the door tended to
close. So I have fixed it with a tiny drop
of cyanoacrylate glue.
Below some pictures of the completed model are shown.
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Appendix

F.K.46 documentation

Paint table
H = Humbrol, R = Revell, V = Vallejo
Code
Colour
Where
H14
Blue
Rudder bottom
H19
Red
Rudder top
H22
White
Rudder middle
H35
Gloss varnish Propeller
H41
Ivory
Cabin interior walls
H85
Black
Instrument panel substrate, engine
cylinders
H53
Gun metal
Exhaust, engine cylinders (dry
brushed)
H110
Natural wood Cabin floor
H127
Light grey
Wheel hubs, top of main landing
gear struts, rudder and elevator control horns, inner surface of engine

Code

Colour

H164
R36178
V70.947
V71.062

Dark grey
Tank grey
Dark vermillion
Aluminium

V71.065

Steel

Where
cowling, crank case
Instrument panel
Wheels, cabin step
Top part aft fuselage; seats; rings
on cowling
Lower part fuselage, tail surfaces,
wings, undercarriage struts, valve
rod and valve housings
Exhaust
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Photographs
If no reference is given, the pictures have been taken from the
Internet/Wikipedia.

[Source: Louwman Museum]
[Source: Louwman Museum]

[Source: ref.3]

[Source: ref. 3]

[Source: Wikipedia]

[Source: ref. 1]

[Source: RAAF Museum]

[Source: ref. 1]
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[source: ref. 1]
[Source: ref. 1]

[Source: ref. 1]
[Source: ref. 1]

[Source: ref. 1]

[Source: ref. 1]

[Source: ref. 1]

[source: ref. 1]

[Source: ref. 1]
[Source: ref. 1]
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[Source: ref. 1]

Drawings
[Source: ref. 5]

[Source: ref. 5]

[Source: Harry van der Meer/TU Delft]

[Source: ref. 5]

[Source: ref. 4]

Production of the master for a Koolhoven F.K.43 Fokhoven resin kit
Initially this was one of the objectives of this project and, although it has not been pursued in the end, I have included this description based on the experience of building the scratch model. The kit will count between 42
and 49 parts.
Fuselage
The fuselage is built up from the aft fuselage assembly, the nose section, a left and right cabin wall and a frame supporting the wing and
the windscreen. The fin with apparent ribs is an integral part of the
aft fuselage assembly, as well as the cabin floor. The aft fuselage has
markings for connecting pins at the location of the stabilizer halves
and the landing gear V-struts. In the rear of this part three slanted
holes indicate the locations, where the control cables for elevator and
rudder leave the fuselage. The vertical tubes of the frame are an integral part of the cabin sidewalls. The cabin door is provided as a
separate part. The position of the two Venturi tubes on the sidewalls
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is indicated by a superficial hole. The frame tubes of the ceiling can be made from individual pieces or as an integral part of the wing underside.
The support panel of the instrument panel is an integral part of the
nose section. Probably also the complete instrument panel can be
made as part of the nose section. The two frame tubes running from
the forward top of the sidewalls to the top of the nose are separate
parts. A piece of 0.2 mm metal wire is included to produce handles
and switches on the instrument panel. It may also serve to produce
connection pins for the stabilizer halves and the undercarriage V-styles.
Windows in the cabin walls must be cut by the modeler from transparent sheet, unless it is possible to provide them cut to size such
that they will fit in the window openings. The windscreen is provided as a vacuum formed transparent part 9. The two seats and the
bench are straightforward parts. A control stick and rudder bar are
provided as small parts.
Engine
The seven cylinder Armstrong Siddeley Genet
Major IA engine can be a
modified version of the
five cylinder Aeroclub
Models Genet, or has to
be modeled from scratch.
The cowling is a separate
part, as well as the exhaust, modeled from metal tube. The propeller
is copied from a wooden master with a photo-etched hub.
Tail planes
The stabilizer and elevator halves have engraved ribs. These elevator
halves and the rudder with apparent ribs are individual parts, provided with control horns and rudimentary hinges, allowing mounting
them in deflected position. The stabilizer halves as well as the rear
fuselage have a mark at the place were a small pin has to be placed,
as their position is critical for mounting the deflected control surfaces. The stabilizer struts are individual parts.
Wing
The wing is provided as one piece with the correct dihedral and an
upper surface extended behind the aft wing spar. Ailerons and flaps
are separate pieces, allowing mounting them
in extended and deflected position. The flaps
have rudimentary hinges and the ailerons balance weights. The wing fuselage fairing is an
integral part of the wing. The position of the
main landing gear struts is marked on the wing lower surface.
Undercarriage
The undercarriage parts comprise two main landing gear struts, two
V-struts connecting the main struts to the fuselage, two main wheels
and a tail wheel. The two struts on the picture are the stabilizer support struts. The main wheels are copies of the Dujin model of the
Koolhoven F.K.41; the tail wheel is a copy of the Fokker S.11 tail
wheel.
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Other small parts
Two Venturi tubes are included and two streamlined navigation lights. If it is more convenient, the navigation lights may be made as an integral part of wing and aft fuselage. If producing the aileron balance weights as integral part of the ailerons is inconvenient, the weights
may be modeled as individual parts.
Decals
A set of decals for the Frits Diepen Vliegtuigen N.V. version is available; a set for
the Aero Holland version still must be developed.

1

This objective was given up, as during the build third party commercial interest in a resin model evaporated. However, I have included
a description of the parts needed for such a kit in the appendices.

2

These dimensions have been taken from the NVM drawings; the other references only give dimensions for the original F.K.43.

3

Two crew and two passengers in the trainer version with double controls.

4

Using this method the paper can be easily removed from the plastic without leaving any trace.

5

The aft fuselage had sufficient rigidity without this part, so I have not used it.

6

Harry van der Meer even stated, that the Fokhoven had no interior at all due to performance problems caused by the increased weight.
In my opinion that is unlikely, as all eight F.K.43’s were delivered to Frits Diepen Vliegtuigen NV, and even got in later years a new
Aero Holland painting scheme, indicating that they certainly were used as taxi plane or trainer.

7

The frame was not fitting correctly with the left fuselage side, so I had to widen some of the window frames. This modification was
overruled by the new constriction method for the fuselage sidewalls.

8
When applying the registration decal to the fuselage and assembling the rudder and stabilizer halves with control halves mounted, it
appeared that I had placed the stabilizer too low on the fuselage, giving rise to some assembly problems. However, this does not degrade
the overall appearance of the model.
9

A mould to form the windscreen has not been made during this project.
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